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Abstract—This paper studies the problem of electing a small
number of representatives (council) out of a (possible large) group
of anonymous candidates. The problem arises in scenarios such as
multicast where, to avoid feedback implosion, a small subset of the
receivers is chosen to provide feedback on network conditions.

We present several algorithms for this problem and analyze the
expected number of messages and rounds required for their con-
vergence. In particular, we present an algorithm that almost always
converges in one round using a small number of messages (for typ-
ical council size) when the number of hosts is known. In the case
where the number of hosts is unknown (and too large to be polled),
our algorithms converge in a small number of rounds that improves
previous results by Bolot et al. (1994).

Index Terms—Leader election, multicast.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N MANY distributed applications, there is a need to dis-
tributively elect a small group of hosts out of a potentially

large population. The elected group needs to be maintained
under dynamic network conditions that include new members
joining and leaving and network temporary partition. In this
paper we concentrate on the special case where all the group
hosts are members of a multicast group. This enables the source
of the multicast group to convey information to all the nodes
“for free” by piggybacking control information in the multicast
data messages.

There are many applications for this problem in multicast pro-
tocols. Due to the feedback implosion problem, there is a need to
elect a small group of representatives out of the (possibly) large
set of receivers (multicast group members). An election mech-
anism was proposed by Bolot et al. [1] to elect a small number
of receivers and collect feedback from them regarding loss rate
and congestion in the multicast group.

A particular example where such algorithms are implemented
is the IDMaps project [2]. As part of this project, measurement
stations (Tracers) are installed in various locations in the In-
ternet. These tracers measure the distance among themselves
and to other areas in the Internet. The measurement results are
then sent to (potentially many) topology servers by multicast. To
reduce measurement overhead, topology servers provide feed-
back for the usefulness of each measurement to the Tracer. To
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avoid the feedback implosion problem at Tracers, there is a need
to select one or a few representatives out of the topology server
population.

In both the multicast congestion control and the IDMaps ex-
ample, communication from a data transmitting entity (a multi-
cast source or a Tracer in IDMaps) to a group of hosts is done
using multicast while the reverse direction is done using unicast
transmissions. In both examples the population size may vary
over several orders of magnitude, the population may change
over time, and the transmitting entity has no initial knowledge
of the population size. In the above examples, choosing a single
representative is usually undesirable both for redundancy and
better statistical representation (in the multicast example). Thus,
our algorithms are capable of electing a group of any size in
a predefined range, . and are input to the
algorithm and should be selected by the application based on
tradeoffs between redundancy (pushing for higher values) and
overhead (pushing for lower values). Note that if the transmit-
ting entity knows the IDs of all the receivers it can (determin-
istically) choose the representatives, but we cannot assume this
due to the feedback implosion problem.

We model this environment using a synchronous distributed
election process. In this process hosts do not communicate di-
rectly to each other, but rather they communicate through a cen-
tral entity that sends a global message to the entire population.
Two measures of interest in this environment are the expected
number of rounds for election, , and the expected number of
unicast messages needed, . It is important to note that when
the target council size is small the solution presented
in this paper and previous solutions, perform the election with
a very small , between 1 and 14. For all practical matters the
difference between solutions in this range is marginal. However,
the duration of a round with the current Internet round trip de-
lays is in the order of a second, thus improving even by one
expected round has significance to the convergence time of the
algorithm.

We present in this paper several distributed randomized al-
gorithms and analyze their performance. The algorithms ex-
plore the tradeoff between the two measures above and the state
maintained in the hosts. We describe a naive algorithm to estab-
lish a baseline for our research. We present several algorithm
that attempt to improve both measures, using some state. We
show trade-offs between the amount of state kept at the hosts
and the expected number of rounds and messages. In particular
one of our algorithms further reduces the expected number of
rounds, , to be close to 1 (e.g., when we achieve

regardless of ), but is not optimal with respect to
the number of messages.

The above algorithms assume that is either known or al-
ternatively can be polled in a single round and messages.
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We use these algorithms as building blocks for algorithms that
do not know . We first show the robustness of the suggested
algorithms to an inaccurate estimation of . This leads to an
efficient algorithm for the case where is unknown and maybe
too big to be polled. The algorithm searches for in a way sim-
ilar to the one suggested by Bolot et al. [1], but achieves su-
perior performance, by reducing the number of rounds while
increasing (for large ) the number of messages received at the
multicast source. As explained in the beginning, this tradeoff is
better since the multicast source can easily handle a few more
messages but the cost of several more iterations is a delay of a
few seconds in the election algorithm termination.

II. RELATED WORK

Our problem has some similarities to the collision resolution
problem in multiple access (MA) networks. In this type of net-
work, hosts try to transmit packets via a shared medium. If mul-
tiple transmissions overlap, the packets usually collide and the
targeted receiver cannot decode the signal. In this case, the MA
protocol attempts to reschedule the colliding users such that ex-
actly one user will transmit in the next time slot, which is similar
to our leader election problem. The problem of collision resolu-
tion in MA networks was extensively studied during the 1970s
and 1980s, and several submodels that differ in the feedback the
hosts receive from the channel were analyzed. Here we empha-
size only the most relevant ones, and refer the interested reader
to a book by Rom and Sidi [3].

Most of the work in MA networks concentrated on two
feedback models. The binary model assumes that hosts know
whether a collision occurred or not. The ternary feedback
model assumes hosts are aware of three channel conditions:
silence, no packet transmission; success, one packet success-
fully transmitted; and collision, where more than one packet
was transmitted and none were successfully received by the
receiver. The host receives no feedback about the number of
the packets that collided.

Some works dealt with a model with richer feedback from
the channel. Tsybakov [4] examined a model where the number
of colliding hosts is known. Georgiadis and Papantoni-Kazakos
[5] studied a channel where the number of colliding hosts is
known up to some bound. Pippenger [6] proved that the capacity
of a collision channel with full multiplicity feedback is 1, and
Ruszinkó and Vanroose [7] gave an algorithm that achieves this
bound.

A few works examined a model of a channel with multiple
reception capability, where up to simultaneous transmis-
sions may be decoded. Tsybakov et al. [8] assumed that the
channel has a ternary feedback. The hosts know if the previous
slot was idle; if it has some successful transmissions, up to ;
or if a collision of or more packets occurred. Likhanov et al.
[9] examined a similar model but assumed that in the case of suc-
cessful transmissions the hosts are aware of the exact number of
successful transmissions.

It is important to note that even in the case where the model
in the MA literature is the same as the one used here, the objec-
tive is different and thus, the optimization problem is different.
This makes a solution that works well for one of the problems

perform badly in the other. For example, the model where full
multiplicity feedback is given matches our model for host feed-
back. Thus, the results by [6] and [7] might seem to suggest that
as grows there exists an algorithm that elects a group (at least
in the case where ) with an expected number of
rounds that approaches one. However, an examination of the al-
gorithm structure in [6] and [7] reveals an initialization phase
which takes rounds whose cost is amortized over the
transmission of packets. Such a solution will not fit our goal
since we are only interested in the first successful transmission
(in MA jargon).

Another (somewhat less) related line of work is the dis-
tributed leader election. Many variants to this problem were
studied [10]. The closest model to our problem is the case of
anonymous cliques, i.e., network with full connectivity but no
unique identifiers for the processors. For this, a Monte-Carlo
solution was given by Afek and Matias [11], and we are not
aware of a Las Vegas solution which better fits our model. Note
that in our model there is a central entity that does not exist in
the distributed leader election literature.

Feedback suppression in multicast has been studied ex-
tensively in recent years. The main two solution approaches
suggested are time based and structural based [12]. In
time-based feedback suppression, users are delaying their
feedback to a period whose length is chosen randomly. If
they hear other users’ replies during this period, they refrain
from transmitting [13], [14]. In the structural-based approach,
internal nodes in the multicast tree process and combine the
feedback information [15], [16].

One exception is the work by Bolot et al. [1], which sug-
gested a mechanism for feedback control in a multicast video
distribution. In their solution, each host is assigned a random
16-bit vector. The sender polls the receivers by sending a bit
mask to which only receivers with a matching vector reply. By
polling with masks of decreasing size, the sender can ensure a
small number of feedback messages, with high probability, but
the polling may take up to 15 rounds when the number of re-
ceivers is small. Our solution for the unknown case is similar
in nature, but as demonstrated in Section VII-A, can be tuned
to achieve faster convergence and any specific target range of
feedback messages.

III. THE MODEL

We have hosts and wish to elect a subgroup in the size
range . For the election, the hosts communicate only
with a central trusted entity, ; no direct communication among
the hosts is allowed. Communication is done in synchronous
rounds. In each such a round, broadcasts a feedback message
to all hosts and each host may send a reply message. We distin-
guish between solutions based on the amount of information in
the feedback message, .

The following parameters are of interest. First, we would like
to minimize the expected number of rounds needed for the elec-
tion process. Another important parameter we would like to
minimize is the election overhead, which is the number of mes-
sages sent by the hosts through the entire election process, ex-
cluding the first messages.
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Fig. 1. p as a function of c for the naive algorithm where L = 4; U = 8,
and n = 10000.

IV. A NAIVE IMPLEMENTATION

In order to establish a baseline for our research we start by
analyzing the performance of a naive algorithm. This algorithm
is given and , and attempts to elect a council by letting
each node suggest itself to the council with probability is
chosen to optimize either the number of rounds or the number
of messages.

In order to evaluate the performance of this algorithm, let us
first define to be the probability that out of the
active hosts exactly hosts suggested themselves to be elected
in the next round

(1)

The probability that a council is elected in a single round is given
by

(2)

Using (2) we can choose such that is maximized,
which will give us the optimal value for . is given
by since in each round the expected number
of reply messages is . For example, let and

. Fig. 1 shows as a function of . We find
that , and . We can write

and for our example ,
and . The numbers
in this example are reasonable. However, the weakness of the
naive approach becomes evident when the desired range of the
council size is stricter. For example, in the case of leader elec-
tion (see Fig. 2), i.e., (for

), which gives .
This means that, too often (for this example), the naive algo-
rithm requires more than three rounds to converge.

A significant drawback of the naive algorithm is its sensitivity
to the selection of , as can be seen in Fig. 2. The purpose of this
research is to better understand the election process and to find
algorithms that perform better. In Section VII, we will use these
algorithms in the case where the number of users is unknown.

Fig. 2. T (10000) as a function of c for the naive algorithm whereL = 1; U =
1, and n = 10000.

Fig. 3. Basic algorithm for the host.

Fig. 4. Basic algorithm for C.

Using the naive algorithm in this case is a generalization of the
well-known algorithm of Bolot et al. [1].

V. ALGORITHMS WITH NO HISTORY

We first study a simple algorithm that requires each host to
maintain only one bit of state, (see Fig. 3). indicates
that the host participates in the current election process. At each
round (see Fig. 4), sends the number of reply messages it
received in the previous round, , i.e., ’s size is bits.
A host decides to reply (and suggest itself as a representative)
with probability defined as

if
if and
if and

(3)

where is a preconfigured constant. The state bit is set when
the feedback from is less than , and reset when the host drops
its candidacy (with probability ). The election process
starts when sends the value 0 as feedback, and it ends when
the number of active hosts is in the desired range. Figs. 3 and
4 give a pseudocode of the algorithm for the host and (
returns a random number uniformly distributed in ).
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The value of the constant is predetermined. Next, we will
evaluate the algorithm performance and, in particular, show how
to calculate the optimal value of . For this end, we use
as defined in (1), to be the probability that out of the hosts that
were active (have ) in the current round exactly hosts
decide to remain active (not reset ) in the next round.

The expected number of messages, , is given by the fol-
lowing relation:

(4)
In the formulation, we omit the cost of the first initialization
round for reasons that will become clear in Section VII-A. In
the first line, we sum over all the possibilities that hosts stayed
active after this round. We pay messages for this round and

for the rest of the election. The relation for
reflects the fact that the election ends when the active host

number reaches its target range. The last relation is due to the
fact that when we undershoot we restart the algorithm.

Equation (4) defines a linear system of equations with
the variables . The equation can
be solved with as a free parameter to minimize the message
overhead. Note that in the calculation for a certain we obtain

, but the rest of the values cannot
be used to obtain values for .

A similar system can be defined if one wishes to minimize
the number of rounds it takes the system to elect a number of
representatives in the desired target range. In this case, we pay
a unit price per round.

(5)

Although the above formulas can be easily used to iteratively
produce numerical results, we found out that running high con-
fidence simulations is much faster for large values. In ad-
dition, we derive in Section VI-A tight analytical bounds for
our improved algorithms. Thus, most of the graphs presented
in the paper are driven by high confidence simulations where
each point is the average of 10 000 runs and in all cases the
95% confidence interval is less than 1%. Fig. 5 compares re-
sults achieved from simulations and analysis for where

, and . A simulation point is derived
from 10 000 different runs. All the simulation points fall very
close to the analysis results. The simulation can be used to pre-
dict with high accuracy the value of the function, and can be
used for the selection of the optimal .

Fig. 6 depicts the values of and for several target
ranges. For each graph we picked to be a value closer to the
optimum. The most obvious fact from these graphs is the fast
convergence of the algorithm, and the little dependency of
on . Astonishingly, even for very large values of the expected
number of rounds (after the initialization round) is less than 2.
The number of messages needed for the algorithm is also well
below for a large enough , and grows at a sub-linear rate.

Fig. 7 shows and dependency on for . The
dependency is fairly stable for a wide range of values. Both

Fig. 5. Comparison of the simulation results to the analytical results for
T (500); L = 4; U = 8, and 4 � c � 8.

Fig. 6. Basic algorithm: T (n) and N(n) as a function of n.

functions are fairly flat around the optimum but become quite
steep farther away. Next, we present a simple observation that
can help in selecting which is close to the optimal. The shape
of has a mode at and it rapidly drops on both
sides. Thus, by selecting one can expect that most
likely an “undershoot” of the range will be at , and an
“overshoot” at . For , the penalty of undershoot is
two rounds while the penalty of overshoot is one round (
suggests that in most cases no more than one additional round is
needed), thus selecting at the point between and , i.e.,

should most likely lay in the flat region
around the optimum. Similarly for the penalty for overshoot
is and for undershoot is , and thus the optimal can
be approximated by .

A. Improved Algorithm (Skip-Reset)

The basic algorithm performance can be worse than the naive
algorithm, though its dependency on the accurate choice of
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Fig. 7. Basic algorithm: T (n) and N(n) as a function of c for n = 500.

is better. To improve it, we use the observation that when the
feedback is less than there is a wasted round in which all the
hosts suggest themselves as candidates. The only purpose of this
round is for the hosts to learn the value of , but this value can
be advertised by . This saves a round and, more significantly,
the messages that are transmitted in this round.1

A pseudocode of the improved algorithm, called Skip-Reset,
is given in Figs. 8 and 9. As can be seen, the addition to the
host algorithm is only the ability to receive a reset bit in the
feedback message. The algorithm of needs to store in memory
the population size (in variable ), and use it when a reset is
required.

The change in the formulation for this enhancement is simple.
When we can avoid payment for the skipped round
(which is for and for ). Thus, (4) and (5) should be
written as

(6)

(7)

Fig. 10 shows the improvement in the algorithm performance
for and . While the improvement in is

1Our observation is similar in spirit to the one made by Massey for the binary
tree collision resolution protocols ([3, Sec. 5.2.1]).

Fig. 8. Algorithm Skip-Reset for the host.

Fig. 9. Algorithm Skip-Reset for C.

Fig. 10. Improved algorithm versus the basic algorithm: T (n) and N(n) for
L = 4; U = 8, and optimal c values.

modest (a fifth of a round or about 13%) the improvement in
is dramatic. The almost linear dependency of in is

eliminated and we get for . For other
parameter selection, similar improvement is achieved.
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Fig. 11. Algorithm Skip-Reset versus the choice algorithm: T (n) and N(n)
for L = 4; U = 8, and c = 5:6.

B. The Power of Choice

We have seen above that in most cases the election is done
in one round. To increase the chances of succeeding in the first
round, one can use the following technique. At each round, the
host draws two coins with probability , and sends an election
message containing both drawings if at least in one of the draws
it remains active. This requires two more bits to be sent with
the election message. When receives the election messages
from the hosts, it can choose to use either of the two rounds
of drawing, whichever optimizes its operation.2 In particular,
this algorithm will take one round if either of the two draw-
ings is within the target range. For example, if the probability
of success in one round is , then by using the free choice of
two rounds the probability to succeed in one round increases to

.
In the feedback that sends, it must include a bit indicating

which of the two election rounds have been used. This requires
the hosts to maintain additional two bits as part of their state.
Fig. 11 shows the gain from the algorithm when combined with
the previous improvement of Skip-Reset. As one can see the
number of rounds for the appropriate choice of is almost al-
ways 1. However, there is a penalty in an increase in the number
of messages (almost a factor of two). Note, however, that if we
use this improvement with the basic algorithm, it will improve
both and .

2This technique is similar in spirit to the one used by Azar et al. for the bal-
anced allocation of balls into bins [17].

Fig. 12. Algorithm Skip-Reset with history for the host.

Fig. 13. Algorithm Skip-Reset with history for C.

Now, we compare the naive algorithm with our advanced
history-free algorithms. For the case where and

the naive algorithm and
(see Section IV) while algorithm Skip-

Reset achieves an expected number of rounds which is below
1.4, and the choice algorithm is doing much better with about
1.1 expected rounds. As for the expected number of messages,
here the naive algorithm does much better than choice but still
uses more messages than Skip-Reset (see Fig. 11).

However, the improvement over the naive approach becomes
evident when the desired range of the council size is stricter.
For example, in the case of leader election, i.e., ,

(for ), which gives
while (see Fig. 14) Skip-Reset requires

less than 2.6 rounds, and the choice algorithm requires below
1.6 rounds.

VI. ALGORITHMS WITH HISTORY

In this section, we present an algorithm that requires the hosts
to remember their state in the previous round. The motivation for
this type of algorithm is that once less than hosts are left active
it is better to return to the previous round which may have less
active participants than the initial number of active hosts. This
should potentially reduce the number of messages of Algorithm
Skip-Reset without adding to the number of rounds.

Figs. 12 and 13 show a pseudocode for Algorithm Skip-Reset
with one round history. The host maintains its previous state in
the variable and returns to an active mode if it receives a reset
notification and was active in the previous round. maintains
the smallest number (that is still larger than ) of active hosts
it learned, and sends it with a reset upon receiving less than
replies.
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Equations (4) and (5) seem to change only slightly, becoming

(8)

(9)

However, the change is more substantial. By introducing history
of the last state, the algorithm never rolls back, and the equation
becomes oblivious to the initial host population. The main ad-
vantage of this is the ability to solve the equations iteratively,
and obtain in all the values for . The
same holds for .

The iterative form of (8) and (9) (for ) is

(10)

(11)

Note that at every round during the election the expected
number of messages receives is regardless of the number of
active hosts. This means that for all
(these functions are not defined for ). Of course, this
does not mean that for each election the number of messages
sent is times the number of election rounds. This fact can be
easily proved by induction. For , .
Assuming the hypothesis holds for some , we have

(12)

which proves the hypothesis.
It is clear that holds also for Algorithm

Skip-Reset since there also at every round the number of mes-
sages is expected to be . However, finding an algebraic proof
for Algorithm Skip-Reset is still open (though the logical proof
is suffice). For the basic algorithm and the
constant factor relation do not hold. The reason is that in some
rounds, namely after the feedback message shows less than
active hosts, the number of active hosts is with probability 1
(and not expected to be ).

Fig. 14 depicts the improvement in Algorithm Skip-Reset
when history is used. The gain in is 5%–6% while the
gain in is around a quarter of a percent. For reference, we
also plot algorithm choice that improves by roughly 40% but
increases by about 5%.

A. Bounding

Obtaining a closed form formula for is hard and is left
open for future research. Instead, we seek to upper bound .

Fig. 14. Performance comparison of Algorithm Skip-Reset, the choice
algorithm and Algorithm Skip-Reset with history for leader election scenario
L = 1; U = 1, and optimal c values.

For this end, we use the well-known Chernoff bound, which can
be stated as follows.

Let be independent indicator random vari-
ables with , then these events are called
Poisson trials.3 Then if and if , for
any

(13)

Now, for the case depicted in Fig. 14, given that for
, we get the following bound on the sum of successes

in a round:

(14)

Substituting and , we get

(15)

Given that is monotone, we can write

(16)

The first term is the cost of the first round, and the second term
is the worst cost given that we failed to fall within of

3In our case, we can use Bernoulli trials, which is a special case of Poisson
trials where p = p for all i.
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Fig. 15. Relative performance of Algorithm Skip-Reset under different
estimations of n where L = 1; U = 8, and c = 5:6.

the average. We use since due to monotonicity it repre-
sents the worst case. The third term represents the case that
we are within from the average;we subtract
since with this probability the election ends as we reached our
goal of one representative. is the worst case in
the third case due to monotonicity (which, for this simple case,
can be checked manually for ). Remember that

. For large
. Plugging it all in (16)

we get , which explains the asymptotic tendency
of the curve in Fig. 14.

Given (12), we can derive a similar bound for .

VII. ROBUSTNESS

In the previous sections, we assumed that either is known,
or that can poll all nodes for their number. In some applica-
tions, like multicast feedback, such polling may cause feedback
implosion, in other applications the number of hosts may dy-
namically change as a result of hosts joining/leaving, or network
partitioning. For such cases, it is important to check the robust-
ness of the algorithms presented in the previous section to an
inaccurate estimation of . Fig. 15 presents the performance of
Algorithm Skip-Reset when used with an estimation of the total
number of hosts , instead of the real value (Fig. 16). One
can see that a factor of 10 mistakes in the value of does not
increase by more than one round, but it may generate 10

Fig. 16. Algorithm Skip-Reset with estimating n for C.

times more messages if the estimation is an undershot. Another
fact that is clear from Fig. 15 is that it always pays to overes-
timate. This is due to the fact that underestimation may cause
to generate many messages since the nodes are using a much
too big , while overestimation will cause additional
round(s) in which no message is transmitted since is
too small.

A. Estimating

The robustness of the algorithms with respect to , indicates
that there will be a very small degradation in performance in a
scenario where a small number of nodes are either joining or
leaving the system. However, in applications like multicast, the
number of hosts may vary significantly, and it is important to
keep the estimation always bigger than the actual value to
avoid feedback implosion.

We suggest a family of algorithms that start with a very high
estimation (say, 100 000 to compare with 2 that is used in [1]),
and reduces it every time the number of responses is smaller
than . The rate at which the estimation is reduced is given by
a function . In this work, we used a family
of functions defined in the following way:

not defined
(17)

The second condition ensures that the estimation is not in the
range . When the estimated value of decreases
by a constant factor of . However, when the esti-
mated value of decreases much faster. The latter has a shorter
convergence time but may result in more messages.

Let be the function used to decrease the estimate when
the feedback is below . Denote by the probability
that exactly out of hosts will be elected in a round given an
estimate of hosts:

(18)

We analyze the performance of the estimation algorithm as-
suming Algorithm Skip-Reset is used, and write expressions for
the expected number of messages and rounds to elect a council
given an initial estimation , and hosts. Note that here (un-
like in the previous analysis) we do count all rounds including
the initialization round.
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Following the previous formulation, let and
be the expected number of messages sent and rounds (corre-
spondingly) given hosts and as the initial guess. We can
thus write the recursive relations (for ):

(19)

Where are the ones calculated from the linear system in
(6). For is not defined since does
not return values in this range [see (17)]. For

since each host will suggest itself as a candidate in
the next round.

In the same way, we can write equations for (for ):

(20)

Fig. 17 shows the performance of the algorithm in a typical
scenario, where the target range is i.e., we are
willing to elect up to 8 members (compared to the 10 responders
bound in [1]). We selected two sets of parameters: a conserva-
tive set where and , and an aggressive set where

and . We compare these two with the algorithm
in [1].4 Even when the actual population is very small (10), our
conservative search takes only about 10 rounds to elect repre-
sentatives. Compare this with the over 13 rounds required by
the [1] algorithm. Both algorithms reduce their approximation
by a factor of 2. Ours performs better since the probability of a
host to become a candidate is and when the estimate
reaches 60 we get . Thus, with high probability one
representative will be elected when . A much faster con-
vergence is achieved using the aggressive parameter set. Every
time there is no response the estimation is reduced to , and
therefore four rounds are sufficient for all the . The reduction in
the number of rounds comes with a penalty of an increase in the
expected number of messages. However, the maximum of 15
messages the aggressive algorithm achieves is well within the

4Bolot et al. did not calculate the expected number of messages; instead
they showed that the probability that this number is greater than 10 is
small. We calculated the expected number of messages in their algorithm by

Pr(r = m) � m.

Fig. 17. Performance of algorithm Skip-Reset where n is unknown
L = 1; U = 8, and c = 5:6.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE ALGORITHMS PRESENTED

tolerable. The number of local maxima in the aggressive algo-
rithm graphs corresponds to the maximal number of steps. Note
that our algorithm can be used for any selection of , which is
clearly not the case in [1].

B. Dealing With Message Loss

One can distinguish between the loss of multicast messages
and the loss of reply messages. In the former case, a loss of a
fraction of the multicast messages has the same effect as an
overestimation by a factor of . As we discussed in
the previous section our algorithms are not very sensitive to the
accurate estimation of , and thus this type of loss has minor
effect on the algorithm performance.

To analyze the loss of reply messages, let us assume that a
reply message is lost with constant independent probability .
Now when users are active, the probability for a message to
reach the center is simply . The probability for a
message not to arrive is the sum of two probabilities of inde-
pendent events: the probability that the message was not sent,
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, and the probability it was sent but was lost, .
Thus, the probability that exactly messages arrive to the center
is given by

(21)

which is equivalent to choosing . Now, as we saw
throughout the paper, the suggested algorithms are not sensitive
to underestimation of , and thus, also this type of loss has minor
effect on the algorithm performance.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Table I summarizes the algorithms presented in the paper.
Note that all these algorithms can work continuously if we
change the while condition in ’s algorithm to true. This
way, if the representative group size decreases over time
below , a new election process automatically restarts. In
this context, an interesting research direction is to design an
efficient election algorithm that increases the group size when
it is close to (but still above) , thus avoiding the reactivation
of the election.
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